SOL ZIM
AMERICA'S SUPERSTAR OF JEWISH MUSIC
Live
In Concert
About Sol Zim and the Capetown City Hall Concert

Sol Zim, truly one of the great entertainers of our time, has for many years performed in concert all over the world with tremendous success. Sol has done several concert tours in South Africa, appearing at the Nico Milan Opera House and Linder Auditorium in Johannesburg and City Hall in Capetown.

"Sol Zim is a Man With a Mission" applauds the CAPE TIMES. "Zim is a showman of great energy who kept a capacity house is palm of his hand for a two hour, 'one-man' show which ended in an enthusiastic standing ovation. His show is slick, professional, cleverly paced and with enough sentimentality to keep his audience crying for more. This interspersed with sing-along, clap-along numbers: a mixture of Chassidic, Israeli and Yiddish folk tunes which span the times of yester-year."

There are many moving moments in Sol’s concerts, such as when he brings forth a children’s chorus (usually prepared
locally), and together they sing many of the Chassidic melodies composed by Sol which are known throughout the world.

Sol is an engaging storyteller, a comedian and an artist blessed with finely controlled vocal powers. Regarded as America's top performer in this field, Sol's appeal lies in his "Zesty, Las Vegas-Style" showmanship and excellent trained voice, which he wields with stunning effect.

Sol Zim writes all of his own songs, using them to impact his life's experiences to an audience surprised to find how much they share in them. In the Capetown City Hall Concert, presented here in superb, digital recording clarity, you can experience this yourself in such unforgettable melodies as PAPA!!, THAT'S MY BOY and many others.

Yes, Sol Zim is America's Superstar of Jewish Music. Sit back and enjoy as his thrilling performance is brought live right into your home.
ADDITIONAL SOL ZIM CASSETTES AVAILABLE FROM ZIMRAY

GREAT YIDDISH MELODIES (ZR104) An unforgettable performance by Sol Zim of "Favorite Yiddish Hits," recorded with the Vienna Symphony Orchestra. Enjoy the superb interpretations of songs such as MAMELE, ROSHINKES MIT MANDLIN, AZ DER REBBE TANTZT, SHA-SHTIL, OIF'N Pripidchock, TELL ME WHERE I CAN GO, and many others.

JOY OF ISRAEL (ZR113) A marvelous collection of songs about Israel. Included is the award-winning selection SHALOM-SALAAM, as well as Sol Zim's hit ballad JERUSALEM - WE HAVE SURVIVED, and the very touching YONATAN - ENTEBBE.

JEWISH MEMORIES OF PAPA (ZR114) Celebrate the joys of Jewish memories as captured in vivid detail with songs such as ELI ELI and Z'CHOR. Includes Sol Zim's hit song PAPA!! A must for the entire family.

CELEBRATION - THAT'S MY BOY (ZR117) Join Sol Zim as he sings his famous THAT'S MY BOY and THE BAR MITZVAH SONG. Other Simcha selections include melodies for weddings, such as VERASTICH LI, ANI L'DODI, and SIMON-TOV. A true celebration of Family Joy!

JOY OF CANTORIAL PRAYER - Original Cantorial Masterpieces (ZR108) "A Time To Pray" - Cantor Sol Zim interprets five original Cantorial Prayers backed by a symphony orchestra. This is Sol Zim at his best! Selections included are SH'MA YISROEL, MODIM, ANI MAAMIN, SHEYEBONE, V'LIRUSHALAYIM IRCHO.

NOW AVAILABLE IN CD

GREATEST JEWISH MELODIES (ZR111-CD) A superb collection of great Yiddish songs from yester-year, featuring the best of Sol Zim. You'll be pleased to find MAMELE, TELL ME WHERE I CAN GO, ELI ELI, MEIN YIDDISHE MEIDELE, and even a cantorial SH'MA YISROEL. Sit back and enjoy the great classics of Yiddish music.
SOL ZIM CASSETTES
FOR CHILDREN

JOY OF SHABBOS SING-A-LONG (ZR107)
CHILDREN'S CHANUKAH SING-A-LONG (ZR109)
SHABBOS ROCK -
FOR THE YOUNG AT HEART (ZR102)
FAMILY SEDER SING-A-LONG (ZR110)
JOY OF PRAYER -
"ZING"-A-LONG SIDDUR MELODIES (ZR116A&B)

Companion Songbooks are available for all music upon request.
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Side 1: BORN TO LIVE IN PEACE (4:19), JEWISH FOLK TUNES (4:00),
THOSE WERE THE DAYS MEDLEY (3:50), MEMORIES OF PAPA (10:13),
AM YISROEL CHAI MEDLEY (5:30), L’CHO DODI (3:26), KAD’SHENU (4:17),
RAISINS & ALMONDS (4:22), MAZEL/SHAYN VI DI LEVONE/BA MIR BISTU SHAYN (3:30).

Side 2: SHALOM (4:29), THAT’S MY BOY (4:15), YIDDISH THEATRE NOSTALGIA (7:05),
ROMAINIA (4:24), L’DOR VODOR (3:46), YIDDISHE MAME (8:27), HORA (5:25), HALLEUYAH (6:10).
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